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PRESS RELEASE 

 

New Premium Fibre-tip Pen STABILO Pen 68 MAX with 

Chisel Tip for Maximum Creativity 

 

With its versatile chisel tip, the STABILO Pen 68 MAX is the perfect addition to both the Pen 

68 product family and the STABILO ARTY range. With this pen, anyone who enjoys being 

creative with paper and pen can try out new techniques and be inspired with new ideas. 

 

The slanted tip of the STABILO Pen 68 MAX, is more commonly associated with markers, making it a 

novelty in the fiber-tip pen market. It offers two line widths of 1 mm and 5 mm, depending on how the 

pen is positioned on the paper. This makes the chisel tip perfect for creating large areas, bold lines and 

rough sketches, as well as for adding fine and precise details. The pen's round and thick shape is ideal 

for holding it at any angle and placing it on the paper. The design with the white contrasted stripes 

immediately indicates that it is a product from the STABILO Pen 68 family. 

 

The 24 brilliant colors of the STABILO Pen 68 MAX are perfectly matched with the color palettes of Pen 
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68, Pen 68 brush, point 88, and pointMax, which expands the endless creative possibilities even further. 

The color application is rich and vibrant, and the water-based ink also allows for watercolor and blending 

effects that can be achieved particularly well on watercolor paper. 

 

The Pen 68 MAX is available in various wallets in the STABILO ARTY design, ranging from 4 to 24 pens. 

Or in the 55-piece STABILO ARTY Creative Set Fibre-Tips, a high-quality matte black cardboard set filled 

with a curated color selection of Pen 68 MAX, Pen 68, Pen 68 brush, point 88, and pointMax. A perfect 

gift for pen and color enthusiasts. 

 

The STABILO Pen 68 MAX premium felt-tip pen is a must-have for any creative workplace. The 

combination of chisel tip, color selection, watercolor capability, and compatibility make this pen a perfect 

tool for anyone who wants to unleash their creative side. The product will be available in stores in July 

2023. 

 

About STABILO 

STABILO International is one of the leading manufacturers of writing instruments in Europe and continues to set 

standards with products for writing, painting & drawing and highlighting. Examples include the classics sold by 

the billions worldwide, such as the STABILO BOSS highlighter, the STABILO point 88 fine liner and many other 

pens for colorful and creative design. Recently, our expertise in the digital field has resulted in a diagnostic tool 

with pen and app that help teachers analyze and improve writing skills. 

 


